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The GXO is a sturdy guest chair with a thick 
foam seat and flexible back that moves with 
you for ultimate dynamic support. Sleek and 
versatile, with a range of bold colored upholstery 
options, the GXO leaves the right impression. 

ALL
business.



GXO 6301
Designer ll Collection (Citron)



GREAT STABILITY
Angled rear legs for stability.STEEL LEGS 

WITH NON-MARKING 
GLIDES
Durable, reinforced steel 
legs with adjustable, non-
marking floor glides. 

ENERSORB™ SEAT
Disperses your weight 
ergonomically and conforms 
to your body, relieving 
pressure points. WATERFALL SEAT

Gently slopes to reduce 
muscle fatigue and 
promote good posture. 
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FEATURES
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ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Short arms with polyurethane 
pads provide support while 
allowing easy access in and 
out of the chair. 

RESPONSIVE
ELASTIC MESH
ABLEX™ mesh back is 
dynamic and responsive. 
Moves with you to support 
the contours of your body. 
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TEXTILES

6301
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION 
BALI l BALI007 | Alabaster

6301
DESIGNER lll COLLECTION 
CONTINUUM l CONT002 | Saffron
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The GXO can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, 
vinyls, or leathers. Customize your chair with our wide 

range of colors and grades on My Chair Maker: 
nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker

6301
PATTERN COLLECTION 
FUSE | FUSE02 | Pristine

6301
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION 
FEDORA l FED013 | Citron



nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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